
Parapsychological Powers of the Siddhi's Documented By 

Science Already 

-High Priest Mageson 666 

 

This is from an answer I gave in the groups: 

 

 

Back in the 19th century the president of the Royal Society in England the top ranking 

scientific society, Sir William Crookes and the co founder of the Theory of Evolution with 

Darwin, Alfred Russell Wallace. The Theory of Evolution was called the Darwin-Wallace 

Theory originally. Documented the existence of human siddhi's. From telekinesis and 

levitation under scientific conditions. In the case of Daniel Hume. Hume once levitated in 

front of the scientists up into the air out the open window on the third floor and came back 

through another open window this just one ability Hume demonstrated. There is also a book 

"The New Soviet Psychic Discoveries" published by two America researchers who went into 

the Soviet Union and documented numerous cases of people who have been tested by 

Scientist's under lab conditions and have the same abilities Hume did along with other 

powerful psychic abilities. Dr. Radin has also documented the fact humans have ESP in 

numerous lab tests. You have the numerous works of Rupert Sheldrake on the subject. The 

prominent Nobel Prize winner's in physic's Pierre and Marie Currie documented the same 

abilities of telekinesis and other psychic abilities in the psychology institute in Paris. After 

years of studying such individuals under lab conditions they wrote to their fellow colleagues 

in the physic's community and stated the Siddhi's are absolutely real and must be taken into 

accountability.  

 

As Radin stated in his lecture on taboo on Physic abilities. The scientific community has a 

taboo against researching physic abilities you can lose your career. This is why Wallace's 

name was taken off the Theory of Evolution and Darwin's was left. 

 

Science and the taboo of psi" with Dean Radin: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw_O9Qiwqew 

 

The test your mentioning is by James Randi. There was a lawyer who wrote a report on this. 

The contract Randi offers is not a legal document and is designed so that Randi can you deny 

you no matter what even if he can't disprove anything you demonstrated. This is what 

happens people go and prove they have abilities and get denied anyway. This challenge is 

biased to the point its a purposeful fraud. This has lead to law suits against him and his fake 

challenge: 

 



http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rsuit1.htm 

 

Seems Randi might not be as honest as he claims: 

 

http://www.bolenreport.com/feature_arti ... rested.htm 

 

 

So who is this nobody who has never been able to proved any evidence of the Siddhi's 

again.... 

 

 

 

 

ac32598 wrote: 

 

Just curious as to why nobody has been able to provide concrete evidence of magick. I know 

there are certain people who offer a reward if someone can prove they have occult ability 

bu noone has been able to pass the test I would think someone adept at magick would easily 

be able to provide proof of magick such as pyrokinesis is this because Jews prevent actual 

evidence from ever getting out to the public if not y? 


